
JAMES BAY UNITED CHURCH BOARD MEETING 
 

December 12, 2018 
 

 
Location: Welcome Room, 10 am. 
 
Present: Cheryl Caldwell (Chair and Finance), Karen Dickey (Minister), Doug Lunam (Pastoral Care), 
Cheryl Macpherson (Worship), Gordon Miller (Communication and Neighbourhood Engagement), 
Martin Stewart (M&P), Kathe Putt (Secretary), Louise n’ha Ruby (Member at Large). 
 
Chair: Cheryl Caldwell      Recorder: Martin Stewart 
 
Opening: Check-in and reflection (Cheryl M.) 
 
Minutes:  
Minutes of November 7, 2018, approved with the addition of Martin’s name as an attendee.  
Kathie will send minutes of the October meeting to Nola and Vanya, Louise will send minutes of 
November 7 (as PDF).  
 
Old Business:  

1. Response to email from Our Place – a reply has been sent, detailing what we can offer. 
 

2. Church Security Procedures – Martin to draft a plan with input from Board members. Karen 
offered her assistance. In the meantime Martin will create a list of people to call in the event of 
an incident, including emergency and non-emergency numbers of police services, the list to be 
posted conspicuously in various locations within the church and thrift shop.  
 

3. Website Matrix Status – Cheryl C is creating a matrix that can be used to determine the process 
for putting things on the JBUC web site.  This is on hold until January.  Kathie, Nola and Gordon 
will also be involved. 
 

For our consideration:  
1. Community and Neighbourhood Engagement initiative (CNEI) 

- Agreed there is not a need for a formal engagement team, as Gordon supports the teams 
formed for each initiative. They operate independently and may or may not involve him.  
 

- Comments from Gordon: he has observed two solitudes in the JBUC community: those who 
worship and those who participate in the initiatives such as the Jazz series, not sure how to 
bring them together or if that is necessary. Neighbourhood engagement, turning outward to 
embrace the community, is an essential piece of each initiative and needs to be practised by 
the congregation, the initiative teams and each of us individually. 

 
- Funding and what was meant by “self-sustaining” events?  

Some initiatives, such as the Jazz series, have produced a small surplus that helps pay for 
hydro and other fixed costs. The movie series was relatively expensive and therefore 
operated in the red.  In the March/April 2019 time frame JBUC will be mailing to James Bay 



residents a request for a cash donation to the Neighbourhood Engagement Initiative.  It will 
be prepared by Gordon and Karen.      
 

2. Team Reports  
- Following discussion of suggested guidelines, it was agreed that team leads should provide 

regular reports to the Board but not all will be required to be monthly. These can summarize 
accomplishments, results, new issues, developments or observations, and sustainability of 
the team. 

 
        3, Thrift Shop staff position proposal 

- As Marg Lunam is stepping down at the end of December from her role as “manager” of the 
Thrift Shop, she has provided her recommendations for the transition, including creation of 
a paid staff position. 

- Agreed to hire someone for 13 hours per week, as an employee rather than a contractor, 
without extended benefits. 

- Agreed also on further details, including hourly rate. 
-  It is recognized that retail store management is not the focus and we will need someone 

skilled in volunteer management. The announcement of the position will be made at the 
Volunteer Appreciation event this week. 

- Action Items:  M and P will draft a contract outlining roles and responsibilities, wage, hours, 
probationary period, etc.  Cheryl Caldwell will create a recruitment team with the objective 
of having the staff position filled in early 2019.  

 
4. Budget 2019 Preliminary Draft 

- Agreed to approve the preliminary draft budget.  
 

5. Board Retreat 
- Agreed to add a new line to the budget spreadsheet entitled “Board” and agreed it should 

be $2000. 
- The purpose of the retreat is to have more “big picture” conversation, to get to know each 

other more fully and consider more working together day to day. It could include others 
who aren’t on the Board. Various dates were discussed, Mary Lake Nature Sanctuary being 
the proposed location. Karen will follow up.  

 
Other Business 

1. Trustees – Doug needs some help, Karen offered her support. 
2. Employees – Agreed to some confidential changes and to include costs of Thrift Store position in 

the budget. 
3. Board – Two new Board members were proposed by Karen.  
4. Taking minutes – Martin suggested minutes be recorded by an independent recording secretary 

to allow all Board members to fully participate in meetings.  
 

Reflections on the meeting, closing prayer. 
 
Next meeting January 9, 2019.  
 
Adjournment.  
 



   
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 


